of sound leakage from the connection between the nosepiece and nostril, caused by excessive angulation in these studies, the third experiment (healthy subjects, 6 males , 2 females, mean age 31.6 years) was performed following the same experimental condition as the second study, but using a nosepiece with a silicone attachment that was expected to fit the nostril more tightly. The results were similar to those of the second experiment, such that the influence of sound leakage could be excluded.
From the results of the model study, acoustic sound may travel in the direction of the nosepiece as a plane wave, which, according to vertical angle, produces a difference in distance such that an acoustic pulse could be achieved within the same time period.
In vivo results indicate, however, that a relatively small angle between the nosepiece and the horizontal plane can reduce the volume at the anterior part of the nasal cavity. This effect was confirmed in the area -distance curve of AR . This is thought to reduce nasal volume when the angle between the nosepiece and the horizontal plane is small.
On clinical examination, we have not been able to make a small angle between the nosepiece and the horizontal plane in AR.
